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24. On SVD-free Latent Semantic Indexing for Iris Recognition of Large Databases Pavel Praks, Libor Machala, and V´ aclav Sn´ aˇsel



Summary. This chapter presents a method for an automatic identification of persons by iris recognition. A raster image of a human iris is represented as a sequence of color pixels. Information retrieval is conducted by the Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) method. The pattern recognition algorithm is powered very effectively when the time consuming Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of LSI is replaced by the partial symmetric eigenproblem. Numerical experiments on a real 488 MB biometric data collection indicates feasibility of the presented approach as a tool for automated image recognition without special preprocessing.



24.1 Introduction Methods of human identification using biometric features like fingerprint, hand geometry, face, voice and iris are widely studied. A human eye iris has its unique structure given by pigmentation spots, furrows and other tiny features that are stable throughout life, see [1, 2]. It is possible to scan an iris without physical contact in spite of wearing eyeglasses or contact lens. The iris can be hardly forged, e.g. replaced or copied. This makes the iris a suitable object for the identification of persons. Iris recognition seems to be more reliable than other biometric techniques like face recognition [3]. Iris biometrics systems for public and personal use have been designed and deployed commercially by British Telecom, US Sandia Labs, UK National Physical Laboratory, NCR, Oki, IriScan, and others. Applications of these systems are expected in personal identification, access control, computer and Internet security, etc. Studies about iris recognition were published in [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. The method proposed by Daugman [1, 2] is based on the transformation of elementary regions of the iris image into polar coordinates. Then, using twodimensional optimal Gabor functions, a binary iris code is generated. The iris identification consists of comparisons of the generated codes using Hamming distance. In [6] the field of interest is transformed into standardized polar coordinates similarly as in [2]. The characteristic iris vector is computed from the mean brightness levels of elementary ring sectors of the iris image.
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Liam et al. [5] use a trained Self-Organizing Map Neural Network to recognize iris patterns. The iris of doughnut shape is converted into a rectangular form and fed to the neural network. Roche et al. [7] propose an iris recognition method where the features of the iris are represented by fine-to-coarse approximations at different resolution levels. In this technique the discrete dyadic wavelet transform was used. In this article, we present an alternative approach to the recognition of human iris images. The aim is to show that the Latent Semantic Indexing [8, 9] is as a good way for recognizing images as other above mentioned methods [10]. Moreover, the pattern recognition can be powered very effectively when the time consuming Singular Value Decomposition of LSI is replaced by the partial symmetric eigenproblem, which can be solved by using fast iterative solvers [11].



24.2 Image Retrieval Using Latent Semantic Indexing The numerical linear algebra, especially Singular Value Decomposition is used as a basis for information retrieval in the retrieval strategy called Latent Semantic Indexing, see [8, 9]. Originally, LSI was used as an efficient tool for semantic analysis of large amount of text documents. The main reason is that more conventional retrieval strategies (such as vector space, probabilistic and extended Boolean) are not very efficient for real data, because they retrieve information solely on the basis of keywords and polysemy (words having multiple meanings) and synonymy (multiple words having the same meaning) are not correctly detected. LSI can be viewed as a variant of the vector space model with a low-rank approximation of the original data matrix via the SVD or the other numerical methods [8]. The ”classical” LSI application in information retrieval algorithm has the following basic steps: i) The Singular Value Decomposition of the term matrix using numerical linear algebra. SVD is used to identify and remove redundant noise information from data. ii) The computation of the similarity coefficients between the transformed vectors of data and thus reveal some hidden (latent) structures of data. Numerical experiments pointed out that some kind of dimension reduction, which is applied to the original data, brings to the information retrieval following two main advantages: (i) automatic noise filtering and (ii) natural clustering of data with ”similar” semantic, see Figure 24.1 and Figure 24.2. 24.2.1 Image Coding Recently, the methods of numerical linear algebra, especially SVD, are also successfully used for the face recognition and reconstruction [12], image retrieval [10, 11] and as a tool for information extraction from HTML product
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Fig. 24.1. An example of LSI image retrieval results. Images are automatically sorted by their content using the partial eigenproblem.



Fig. 24.2. An example of a similarity measure is the cosine similarity. Here A, Q, B represents the vectors. Symbols ϕA and ϕB denotes the angle between the vectors A, Q and B, Q, respectively. The vector A is more similar to Q than vector B, because ϕA < ϕB . A small angle is equivalent to a large similarity.
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Fig. 24.3. Image coding of an 3 × 2 pixels image example and the corresponding six-dimensional vector.



catalogues [13]. In this paper, the Latent Semantic Indexing is used as the tool for solving iris recognition problem. In our approach [10, 11], a raster image is coded as a sequence of pixels, see Figure 24.3. Then the coded image can be understood as a vector of an m-dimensional space, where m denotes the number of pixels (attributes). Let the symbol A denote a m × n term-document matrix related to m keywords (pixels) in n documents (images). Let us remind that the (i, j)-element of the term-document matrix A represents the color of i-th position in the j-th image document, see Figure 24.4. 24.2.2 Document Matrix Scaling Our numerical results pointed out that there is a possibility to increase the ability of the LSI method to extract details from images by scaling of the document matrix. This feature of the method was also exploited to iris recognition. Let the symbol A(:, i) denote the i-th column of the document matrix A. We implemented the following scaling1 : for i = 1:n % Loop over all images A(:,i) = A(:,i)/norm(A(:,i)) end;



1



For the description of matrix-oriented algorithms we used the well-known Matlablike notations [14]. For instance, the symbol A(:, i) denotes the i-th column of the matrix A.
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Fig. 24.4. An example of document matrix coding. The document matrix A is represented as a sequence of coded images.



24.3 Implementation Details of Latent Semantic Indexing In this section we will derive the SVD-free Latent Semantic Indexing and we will present the implementation of the LSI algorithms. We will show two modifications of the original LSI algorithm presented in [9]. Here presented the SVD-free modifications of the original LSI algorithm replaced the time-expensive SVD decomposition of a general document matrix by the approximate solution of a partial symmetric eigenproblem of a square matrix. 24.3.1 LSI and Singular Value Decomposition Let the symbol A denotes the m × n document matrix related to m pixels in n images. The aim of SVD is to compute decomposition A = U SV T ,



(24.1)



where S ∈ Rm×n is a diagonal matrix with nonnegative diagonal elements called the singular values, U ∈ Rm×m and V ∈ Rn×n are orthogonal matrices2 . The columns of matrices U and V are called the left singular vectors and the right singular vectors respectively. The decomposition can be computed so that the singular values are sorted in decreasing order. The full SVD decomposition (24.1) is memory and time consuming operation, especially for large problems. Although the document matrix A is 2



A matrix Q ∈ Rn×n is said to be orthogonal if the condition Q−1 = QT holds.
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often sparse, the matrices U and V have a dense structure. Due these facts, only a few k-largest singular values of A and the corresponding left and right singular vectors are computed and stored in memory. The number of singular values and vectors which are computed and kept in memory can be chosen experimentally as a compromise between the speed/precision ratio of the LSI procedure. We implemented and tested LSI procedure in the Matlab system by Mathworks. The document matrix A was decomposed by the Matlab command svds. Using the svds command brings following advantages: • The document matrix A can be effectively stored in memory by using the Matlab storage format for sparse matrices. • The number of singular values and vectors computed by the partial SVD decomposition can be easily set by the user. Following [9] the Latent Semantic Indexing procedure can be written in Matlab by the following way. Procedure Original LSI [Latent Semantic Indexing] function sim = lsi(A,q,k) % Input: % A ... the m × n matrix % q ... the query vector % k ... Compute k largest singular values and vectors; k ≤ n % Output: % sim ... the vector of similarity coefficients [m,n] = size(A); 1. Compute the co-ordinates of all images in the k-dimensional space by the partial SVD of a document matrix A. [U,S,V] = svds(A,k); % Compute the k largest singular values of A; The rows of V contain the co-ordinates of images. 2. Compute the co-ordinate of a query vector q qc = q’ * U * pinv(S); % The vector qc includes the co-ordinate of the query vector q; The matrix pinv(S) contains reciprocals of nonzeros singular values (an pseudoinverse); The symbol ’ denotes the transpose superscript. 3. Compute the similarity coefficients between the co-ordinates of the query vector and images. for i = 1:n % Loop over all images sim(i)=(qc*V(i,:)’)/(norm(qc)*norm(V(i,:))); end; % Compute the similarity coefficient for i-th image; V (i, :) denotes the
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i-th row of V . The procedure lsi returns to a user the vector of similarity coefficients sim. The i-th element of the vector sim contains a value which indicate a ”measure” of a semantic similarity between the i-th document and the query document. The increasing value of the similarity coefficient indicates the increasing semantic similarity. 24.3.2 LSI1 - The First Enhancement of the LSI Implementation In this chapter, we will remind the well-known fact how to express matrices S and V without the SVD. Of course, there is an efficient SVD iterative algorithm based on Lanczos algorithm [14], but the SVD of a large document matrix remains still time-expensive. Let us assume the well-known relationship between the singular value decomposition of the matrix A and the symmetric eigenproblem of the symmetric square matrices AT A: A = U SV T (24.2) AT = (U SV T )T = V S T U T T



T



T



A A = V S (U U )SV



T



T



= V S SV



(24.3) T



(24.4)



Furthermore, let us assume the SVD decomposition (24.1) again. Because of the fact that the matrix V is orthogonal, the following matrix identity holds: AV = U S.



(24.5)



Finally, we can express the matrix U in the following way: AV S + ≈ U



(24.6)



Here the symbol S + denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse (pinv). Let us accent that the diagonal matrix S contains only strictly positive singular values for real cases; The singular values less than tol ≈ 0 are cut off by the Matlab eigs(A’*A, k) command, since the number of computed singular values k << n for real problems. Following these observations, the SVD-free Latent Semantic Indexing procedure can be written by the following way. LSI1 function % Input: % A ... % q ... % k ... vectors;



[The SVD-free LSI, Version 1] sim = lsi1(A,q,k) the m × n matrix the query vector Compute k largest singular values and k≤n
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% Output: % sim ...



the vector of similarity coefficients



[m,n] = size(A); 1. Compute the co-ordinates of all images in the k-dimensional space by the SVD-free approach. [V,S2] = eigs(A’*A,k); % Compute the k largest eigenvalues and eigenvectors of AT A to obtain V and S 2 without SVD. S = sqrt(S2); U = A * V * pinv(S); % Compute S and U without SVD. 2. Compute the co-ordinate of the query vector q. qc = q’ * U * pinv(S); 3. Compute the similarity coefficients between the co-ordinates of the query vector and images. for i = 1:n % Loop over all images sim(i)=(qc*V(i,:)’)/(norm(qc)*norm(V(i,:))); end; Compared to the previous version of the LSI, we can see modifications in the first step of the algorithm. The second and the third step of the algorithm remains the same. 24.3.3 LSI2 - The Second Enhancement of LSI Analyzing the LSI1 procedure deeply, we can see that the matrix U does not have to be explicitly computed and stored in memory during the second step of the LSI. The exploitation of this observation brings us the additional accelerating of the speed and decreasing the memory requirements of the LSI: LSI2 [The SVD-free LSI, Version 2] function sim = lsi2(A,q,k) % Input: % A ... the m × n matrix % q ... the query vector % k ... Compute k largest singular values and vectors; k ≤ n % Output: % sim ... the vector of similarity coefficients [m,n] = size(A);
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1. Compute the co-ordinates of all images in the k-dimensional space by the SVD-free approach. [V,S2] = eigs(A’*A,k); S = sqrt(S2); % Compute S and V without SVD. 2. Compute the co-ordinate of the query vector q without using the matrix U . qc = (((q’ * A) * V) * pinv(S)) * pinv(S); 3. Compute the similarity coefficients between the co-ordinates of the query vector and images. for i = 1:n % Loop over all images sim(i)=(qc*V(i,:)’)/(norm(qc)*norm(V(i,:))); end; Compared to the LSI1, we can see modifications in the first step and in the second step of the algorithm. The presented choice of parenthesis in the second step of LSI2 is the key implementation detail which extremely influences the efficiency of the LSI speed.



24.4 Iris Recognition Experiments The iris is scanned by TOPCON optical device connected to the CCD Sony camera. The acquired digitized image is RGB of size 576 × 768 pixels [15]. Only the red (R) component of the RGB image participates in our experiments. The reason is that the recognition based on the red component appears to be more reliable than recognition based on green (G) or blue (B) components or grayscale images. It is in accord with the study of Daugman [4], where near-infrared wavelengths are used. 24.4.1 The Small-Size Database Query The testing database contains 24 images – 3 images of the left eye and 3 images of the right eye from 4 persons. The collection of images required 81 MB of RAM. The images were opened using the Matlab (tm) command imread. The queries were represented as images from the collection. We used the LSI2 algorithm for image retrieval in all cases. For example, the name “001L3.tif” implies that the left iris of Person No.1, the series 3 is assumed. The most time consuming part of LSI was multiplying of matrices AT ×A. It takes 3.38 seconds on an Pentium Celeron 2.4 GHz with 256 MB RAM running MS Windows XP. The computation of the partial eigenproblem by the Matlab command eigs() takes only 0.26 seconds, see Table 24.1.
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In the current computer implementation of the Latent Semantic Indexing method, no pre-processing of images and/or a-priori information is assumed. However, the numerical experiments presented here indicate quite optimistic availability of the proposed algorithm for automated iris recognition.



Fig. 24.5. Image retrieval results related to the query image 002L1 .tif (Query1).



Properties of the document matrix A Number of keywords: 576×768=442 368 Number of documents: 24 Size in memory: 81 MB The SVD-Free LSI processing parameters Dim. of the original space 24 Dim. of the reduced space (k) 10 Time for AT A operation 3.38 secs. Results of the eigensolver 0.26 secs. The total time 3.64 secs. Table 24.1. Iris recognition using the SVD-free Latent Semantic Indexing method; Properties of the document matrix (up) and LSI processing parameters (down) for Query1 and Query2.
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Fig. 24.6. Image retrieval results related to the query image 002P1 .tif (Query2).



Query1 All results are sorted out by the similarity coefficient. In order to achieve lucid results, only 16 of the most significant images are presented. In all cases, the remaining 8 images with the negligible similarity coefficient were removed from the presentation. When the left iris of Person No.2, the series 1, is assumed as the query image (002L1 .tif), the most similar image is of course the query image itself with the similarity coefficient 1, see Fig. 24.5. The subsequent image is 002L2 .tif with the similarity coefficient 0.8472. The images 002P3.tif, 002L3 .tif and 002P2.tif follow. Analyzing results we can see that these four most similar images are connected with Person No. 2. Query2 When the right iris of Person No.2, the series 1, is assumed as the query image (002P1.tif), the two most similar images are related to Person No.2, 002P2.tif and 002P3.tif, see Fig. 24.6. The image 001L3 .tif, which is connected to Person No.1, follow. But two subsequent images 002L3 .tif and 002L2 .tif are again relative to Person No.2. 24.4.2 The Large-Scale Database Query Statistically significant numbers of the similarity coefficients for compared “the same” and “different” irides calculated for a database enable to quantify
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Table 24.2. The large-scale iris recognition example using the SVD-free Latent Semantic Indexing method; Properties of the document matrix (up) and LSI processing parameters (down). Properties of the document matrix A Number of keywords: 52 488 Number of documents: 384 Size in memory: 157 464 Kbytes The SVD-Free LSI processing parameters Dim. of the original space 384 Dim. of the reduced space (k) 10 Time for AT A operation 13.906 secs. Results of the eigensolver 4.843 secs. The total time 18.749 secs.



the probability of incorrect iris recognition for the method. For this purpose, a database containing 384 images - 3 images of the left eye and 3 images of the right eye taken at different times from 64 persons were used [15]. The large database query on the same irides was performed by 3 × 128 comparisons (the maximum possible number of combination of the same irides). Similarly, the test of different irides was made as 72 576 comparisons of irides from different persons.



Fig. 24.7. The process of the iris recognition for the large-scale iris recognition example.



Figure 24.7 shows the order of steps of the recognition process schematically. The image is acquired and digitized. The positions of the iris boundaries are localized in the image and approximated by concentric circles. The inner circle encircles a pupil and forms the inner boundary and the outer circle en-
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circles the iris and represents the outer boundary. The region of interest (in Figure 24.7 marked as several rectangles) that participates in the recognition is chosen within the iris boundaries to avoid the influence of eyelashes and the reflectance of the camera flash. Then the region of interest of the template image of the iris is stored in the database together with the information describing the iris geometrical properties (the diameter and the center). Of course, the positions of the iris are usually different on the scanning device and the images are mutually rotated and shifted. These differences are not treated in the current simple implementation of the image preprocessing. The properties of the document matrix and LSI processing parameters are summarized in Table 24.2. 24.4.3 Results of the Large-Scale Database Query The quality of the recognition is usually quantified by two types of errors: The False Reject Rate (FRR) and The False Accept Rate (FAR). The FRR represents the percentage of the authentic objects that were rejected. FAR represents the percentage of the impostors that were accepted. FRR and FAR generally depend on the given similarity coefficient threshold of ρ. The lower the threshold ρ the higher is the probability of accepting the impostor. Similarly, the higher the threshold ρ the higher is the probability of rejecting the authentic object. The intersection of the “impostor” and the “authentic” distributions gives the value of the threshold ρ = ρ0 , where the sum FAR(ρ0 ) + FRR(ρ0 ) is minimal. Such distributions obtained from the similarity coefficients through the database are presented in the form of histograms in Figure 24.8 and Figure 24.9. Analyses of the intersection of the distributions gave the value of threshold ρ0 = 0.766 and the errors FAR = 1.12 %, FRR = 2.34 %, see Figure 24.10. Of course, the probability of incorrect iris recognition can be significantly reduced by a preprocessing step including a proper geometrical alignment of any two compared irides before the similarity coefficient is computed.



24.5 Conclusions This article presents the SVD-free Latent Semantic Indexing method for an automatic verification of persons by iris recognition. Although no special preprocessing of images and/or a-priori information is assumed, our numerical experiments indicate ability of the proposed algorithm to solve the large-scale iris recognition problems. Of course, the quality of irides images and proper localization influence the resulting errors. We have found that in our case the errors were caused by an inaccurate localization of images. The proper localization is a subject for future work.
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Fig. 24.8. The distribution of the similarity coefficient sim for the compared different irides through the database. The big majority of comparing has the similarity coefficient close to zero. This feature indicates the ability of the algorithm to properly recognize irides belonging to a different person. Same irides
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Fig. 24.9. The distribution of the similarity coefficient sim for the same irides through the database. The big majority of comparing has the similarity coefficient close to one. This feature indicates the ability of the algorithm to properly recognize irides belonging to the same person.
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Fig. 24.10. The Detection Error Trade-off curve (DET curve) was computed by using the DET-Curve Plotting software [16].
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